Finding software vulnerabilities in source code before the program gets deployed is crucial to ensure the software quality. Existing source code auditing tools for vulnerability detection generate too many false positives, and only limited types of vulnerability can be detected automatically. In this paper, we propose an extendable mechanism to reveal vulnerabilities in source code with low false positives by specifying security requirements and detecting requirement violations of the potential vulnerable sinks. The experimental results show that the proposed mechanism can detect vulnerabilities with zero false positives and indicate the extendability of the mechanism to cover more types of vulnerabilities.
Introduction
Despite the best efforts made by security communities and experts, the number of software vulnerabilities is still increasing rapidly on a yearly basis, leaving great threats to the safety of software systems. According to the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database [1] , the number of CVE entries has increased from around 1000 CVEs yearly in 2000 to over 8000 yearly in 2015. The discovery and removal of vulnerabilities from software projects have become critical issue in computer security. Nowadays, because of enormous amount of code being developed as well as limited human resources, it is becoming harder and harder to audit the entire code and accurately address the target vulnerability.
Security researchers have devoted themselves into developing static analysis tools to find vulnerabilities [2] , [3] . The large coverage of code and access to the internal structures makes these approaches very efficient to find potential warnings of vulnerabilities. However, they often approximate or even ignore runtime conditions, which leaves them a great amount of false positives.
Recently, more advanced static analysis methods have been proposed [4] - [6] . They either encode insecure coding properties such as missing checks, un-sanitized variables and improper conditions into the analyzer for vulnerability discovery, or they model the known vulnerability properties and generate search patterns to detect unknown vulnerabilities. Even though these approaches can find vulnerabilities using search patterns and exclude the majority of code needed to be inspected, they still require security-specific manual efforts to verify the vulnerability at the very end.
Recently, an automated approach is proposed [7] but it is limited to buffer overflow vulnerabilities. In other words, the previous methods cannot be extended to detect new vulnerability types.
In this paper, we propose an extendable mechanism to reveal typical types of vulnerabilities in source code with low false positives by specifying security requirements and detecting requirements' violations of the potential vulnerable sinks. In the beginning, a 3-element model {Sink, Argument(s), Requirement} is proposed to specify the security requirements of potential vulnerable sinks. Subsequently, we set security probes at each security sink in source code based on the specification table (see Table 1 ) and get ready to monitor the program execution and detect a vulnerability when the security requirement of a sink is being violated. Finally, the instrumented program source is passed to the concolic (CONCrete + symbOLIC) testing engine [8] , [9] to detect any violation of security requirements and verify the existence of an actual vulnerable sink, which dramatically reduce the false positives. In this work, four popular types (buffer overflow, integer overflow, format string and divide-by-zero) of potential vulnerable sinks are discussed and specified and the mechanism can be extended to cover more types of vulnerabilities by adding {Sink, Argument(s), Requirement} entries in the specification table.
We perform experiments with 400 test cases (100 cases for each type of vulnerability) from Juliet Test Suite [10] . The results show that our mechanism gets a detection result with Precision = 100% and Recall = 97.3% with zero false positives. A real program case (Cpio) is also discussed to show practicability of the proposed mechanism.
Proposed Mechanism
Discovery of vulnerabilities in a program is a key process to the development and management of secure systems. Current static analysis techniques can detect vulnerabilities in a fast and scalable way but they generate too many false positives. What's more, most of current methods can only detect limited types of vulnerabilities. In this work, we propose an extendable mechanism to reveal typical types of vulnerabilities in source code with low false positives by specifying Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers 
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Divide-by-zero Division y y <> 0 The value of y x / y should not be zero security requirements and detecting requirement violations of the potential vulnerable sinks. Before the detailed description of the proposed mechanism, the general process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our mechanism mainly consists of three phases which are Sink specification, Probes insertion, and Violation detection. In the phase of sink specification, we classify the security sinks which are considered to be potential vulnerabilities into the four categories: buffer overflow, integer overflow, format string and divide-by-zero. These types are reported as the most dangerous vulnerabilities according to SANS † . A 3-element model {Sink, Argument(s), Requirement} is proposed to specify the security requirement of each sink. In the second phase, we set security probes at each security sink in source code based on the specification table (see Table 1 ) and get ready to monitor the program execution and detect a vulnerability when the security requirement of a sink is being violated. In the last phase, we leverage concolic execution technique to detect the violation of security requirements and verify the existence of an actual vulnerable sink, which dramatically reduce the false positives.
Sink Specification
Since most of vulnerabilities are caused by attacker controlled data falling into a security sink [11] , it is crucial to † SANS: CWE/SANS TOP 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors, https://www.sans.org/top25-software-errors/.
first understand security sinks. Here, we classify the security sinks according to typical types of vulnerabilities, i.e., buffer overflow, integer overflow, format string and divideby-zero respectively.
• Sinks for buffer overflow: In security sensitive functions, the sensitive data is used as argument to be copied in a destination buffer. When destination buffer cannot hold the sensitive data, buffer overflow occurs. These functions include strcpy, strcat, strncpy and memcpy.
• Sinks for integer overflow: Arithmetic operations such as: unsigned add32 and multiply32. If the operation results in a value larger than the maximum value to be represented. The integer overflow occurs.
• Sinks for format string: In format string functions, the number of formats doesn't match the number of arguments to be formatted. Attacker can take use of this vulnerability to take control of the system. These functions include printf, scanf and sprintf.
• Sinks for divide-by-zero: The division operations. If the denominator argument is zero, this operation becomes into a divide-by-zero vulnerability.
Security sinks become into vulnerabilities when inappropriate data being used in the sinks. In order to use these sinks in a secure way, we must follow the security requirements of each sink. In this paper, we provide a 3-element model {Sink, Argument(s), Requirement} to specify the se- curity requirements of sinks. In the model, Sink(s) are the statements or instructions in the source code described and classified above. Arguments are data holding entries which are related to the sink's safety. Requirements are rules applied to Argument(s). The rule defines the appropriate assignment of data to the Argument(s) used in the sink to ensure the sink safety. On the contrary, if the security requirement rules are being violated (inappropriate data assigned), a sink becomes into a vulnerability. For example, the buffer overflow sink strcpy(dst,src); Arguments are dst and src; the Requirement is: dst.space > strlen(src). Table 1 shows the 3-element specification of security requirements regarding to different types of sinks.
Due to the space limitation, we do not list all the sinks regarding to each type in the table. Nevertheless, the specification table can be extended to cover more types of vulnerabilities by adding more sink specification items according to our 3-element model. After the classification and specification of security sinks, we identify the security sinks as potential vulnerabilities using a fast pattern matching approach and prepare to instrument the source code to set the security probes.
Setting Security Probes in Source Code
In this part, we set the security probes which is used to detect vulnerabilities in source code by instrumenting the source code. Based on our specification table, for each sink in the source code, we insert security probes (assertions) right before the sink. The condition of the assertion depends on the Requirement column in the table. After setting up these probes, the program is able to detect a violation of the security requirement by reporting "assertion failure" message when the program is executed with abnormal input. Figure 2 (1) to (4) illustrate the insertion of security probes for each type of sink in the source code respectively. As we can see, the probes are actually security constraints (SCs) which ensure the safety usage of security sinks. Any invalid usage of the sink will be caught by the probes and reported as a vulnerability.
Violation Detection (Vulnerability Verification)
After we set security probes in the source code, we have prepared a program equipped with vulnerability detection probes. We apply concolic (concrete + symbolic) execution technique in our mechanism execute the instrumented program and generate inputs to make the violation of security constraints of sinks. The general principle of the verification is to find inputs which satisfy all the program constraints (PCs) but violate the security constraints (SCs) as shown in Fig. 1 .
Symbolic execution and concolic execution have been widely used in software testing and some have shown good practical impact, such as KLEE [9] and CUTE [12] . Our approach for concolic testing to verify potential vulnerable sinks can be described as follows. The program is first executed with concrete input data. During the execution, symbolic path constraints over the symbolic values at each conditional branch are collected. When the execution terminates, a new symbolic path formula is generated by negating one of the collected constraints. Then, the new set of constraints are sent to a SMT constraint solver [13] to solve the constraints and the solver generates the next input value to traverse another execution path. The program is iteratively executed with newly generated input in order to traverse different paths of the program. A vulnerability is verified when the false branch of the assertion statement is executed and the "assertion failure" message pops up at a certain execution.
Experimental Results
We have implemented our mechanism by developing a prototype system. We choose CREST-BV [14] as a basic concolic execution engine because of its good performance in test input generation speed.
Dataset: For the experiment, we collected 400 test cases from Juliet Test Suite [10] . Juliet Test Cases were created by US National Security Agency (NSA) and they are widely used for testing the effectiveness of software vulnerability detection and analysis tools. In each test case, there are good sinks and bad sinks which provide us ground truth for our evaluation. For example, in the test case file named CWE121 Buffer Overflow CWE131 memcpy 01.c, there are one good sink which is not vulnerable and one bad sink which is actually a vulnerability. The 400 test cases consist of four different types of sinks. Table 2 shows the distribution of test cases and the number of good and bad sinks regarding to each type.
Detection result: The evaluation metrics of our system tested on Juliet Test Cases are shown in Table 3 . For the vulnerability detection (detection of bad sinks), we measure the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), precision and execution time regarding to each type of sink. According to the table, we get zero false positives on all four types of sinks and we only get a few false negatives (missing vulnerabilities) in buffer overflow and integer overflow types. In our method, not all the vulnerabilities can be recognized because of complex code structure for some cases. This can be solved by improving our system to correctly analyze the complex code structure that we cannot handle now. We then calculate the precision ( T P T P+FP ) and recall ( T P T P+FN ) value for the overall detection result. As a result, our system gets the Precision of 100% which means zero false positives and the Recall of 97.3% on the whole data set.
Even though we only consider four basic types of vulnerability here, the mechanism can be easily extended to cover more types such as null pointer de-reference vulnerability by extending security specifications.
Real case: Cpio-2.6 (CVE-2014-9112). We also demonstrate the effectiveness of our mechanism to detect a vulnerability in a real open source project. Figure 3 shows the vulnerability (CVE-2014-9112) in program Cpio-2.6 which is a program to manage archives of files. This vulnerability is caused by an integer overflow at line 8, the numeric operation can cause an integer overflow and results in zero byte allocation for "link name". This will again result in a buffer overflow which is at line 10 when the program is trying to write "c filesize" number of bytes to zero space buffer. We apply our mechanism to detect this integer overflow vulnerability by setting the security probe "assert((unsigned long)c filesize + 1 < 0x00000000ffffffff)" based on the sink specification table (Table 1) and generating an input which makes " f ilesize c = 0x f f f f f f f " to report a requirement violation and trigger this vulnerability.
From the above results, our mechanism detects four popular types of vulnerabilities with zero false positives. The mechanism can be extended to cover more types of vulnerabilities by adding more 3-element sink specification items. Meanwhile, the real case study indicates the practicability of our mechanism to work in real world projects.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an extendable mechanism to reveal vulnerabilities in source code with low false positives by specifying security requirements and detecting requirements violations of the potential vulnerable sinks. Security requirements of sinks are specified by a 3-element model {Sink, Argument(s), Requirement} which makes it extendable to cover more types of vulnerability. We consider the detection of a vulnerability as detecting the violation of security requirements. The experiments conducted with Juliet Test Suite and a real project show that the proposed mechanism can detect vulnerabilities with low false positive rate and indicate the extendability of the mechanism to cover more types of vulnerabilities.
In future work, we will extend the specification method to cover more complicated vulnerability classes that maybe require more complicated security requirements.
